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Product features
Voltage: < 12V
Current: < 20mA
Conduction time: 2ms
Closed circuit resistance: < 30ohm
Open circuit resistance: > 10m ohm
High temperature resistance: 120 degrees
Terminal tension: 500gf / min

Vibration switch

SW-18110PZR-10G12B2

Operating life: 200000 times
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XKB Product features:

1. Sw-18110p is a sealed spring type non directional vibration sensing trigger switch, which

can be triggered at any angle.

1.SW-18110P

2. This series of switches are in open circuit off state when they are at rest. When they are

touched by external force and reach the corresponding vibration force, or when the moving

speed reaches the appropriate (eccentric) centrifugal force, the conductive contact feet will

produce instantaneous conduction and present on state. When the external force disappears,

the switch will return to open circuit off state.XKB
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3. This series of switches with model P are completely sealed and can be waterproof and

dustproof.XKB

3. P

4. The trigger sensitivity of this series of switches is high sensitive.XKB

4.

5. The service life of this series of switches can reach 200000 times under normal use.

5. 200,000

6. This series of switches are suitable for triggering small current circuit.

6.

7. All materials of this series of switches are made of environmental protection RoHS

materials.XKB

7. ROHS


